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There were many figures moving silently through the half-light.

statues numbers a human forms images

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He knew all about the drudgery wears a man down.

hard work cookery running overdrinking

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……………… is the money or land which a woman brings to her husband at marriage.

personal property cattle

dowry lucre

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The story of Hector Hugh Munro, dusk, takes place in a …………..

street restaurant park cinema

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You will need support to carry  ……………… such a program.

off away on out

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which choice is true about “it happened on the subway”?

Sternberger was a photographer born in New York.

Sternberger saw Puskin reading a Hungarian- language newspaper.

at last Puskin found his wife and children.

।Puskin lost his family during world war 

6-

1.

2.

3.

4.

“This is Bela!” and began to mumble.

to speak low and not clearly to shout

to scream to jump

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

………………………. English novelist and playwright became a staple of English theatre in his lifetime.

The man of poetry established his reputation.

Mayrice Walsh Paul Deutschman

John Rusell John Galsworty

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Everyone was asleep when I returned so I had to ……………. To my room without making a noise.

wander crawl creep march

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“May be he has gone to the dogs because of whiskey”

“to go to the dog” means……………………..

to be drunk to be joyful to be sad to deteriorate

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Based on Sydney Porter’s No Story answer ques-ons # 11 and 12

Which choice is true?

story is narrating by third-person narrative

Tripp is a reporter

Ada Lowery is going to marry to a poor man in the village

at last Ada Lowery agreed to go home

11-

1.

2.

3.

4.

How had the girl and George Brown promised to remain faithful to each other?

by keeping the half of dime by not getting married at all

by waiting at the train station by visiting each other in New York city

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

They have not heard……………………. their son since he went abroad four years ago.

off about on from

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

At what time and where does Edgar Wallace’s a case of suspicion begin?

2 o’clock night, Dr. Benson’s bedroom 2 o’clock a-ernoon, Mrs. O/’s house

2 o’clock night, on the road 2 o’clock a-ernoon, Dr. Benson’s car

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He pushed the …………… of his gun into the man’s side.

hand eye nose body

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Who wrote political satires for “Westminster Gazette” under the name of “Saki”?

Oscar Wilde Edgar Wallace

Mayrice Walsh Hector Hugh Munro

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

” To lose a hotel and a ……………. of soap on one afternoon suggests great carelessness.” Said

Gortsby.

bar bag packet cake

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“To cut a fine figure” means:

to be good at mathematics to make a good appearance

to avoid discussion to be selfish

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

At last she decided to take the ……………….. by the horn and face difficulties without fear.

deer goat bull horse

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should change gear- the engine is starting to…………………….

capture relieve labour intrude

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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His brother Laurence, living from hand to mouth, how different he was from Keith.

to make a living by the way of writing to have an easy job

to be wealthy to live a poor life

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The servant was ……………..  for being dishonest.

dismissed remanded confessed missed

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……………………………’s name has become  identified with surprise ending.

Tolstoy Saki O’Flaherty O’Henry

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To ……………. Salt into somebody’s wound.

pour dust strew rub

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Based on Chekhov’s Vanka, which statement is NOT true?

Vanka is a nine-year-old orphan Vanka works for a shoemaker

the story happens on Halloween Vanka’s master treats him badly

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The young fir-trees, coated with rime, stood motionless, waiting to see which one of them was to

die.

tiny ball thin white coating of ice crystals

string of small lights green leaves

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

To have a …………. mind means to be slow in understanding.

dim fade dull gleam

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Leo Tolstoy is the writer of ………………….

Anna Karenina War and Peace Motley stories a and b

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He couldn’t say “boo” to a goose. He is……….

polite unable to make speeches

timid frightened of animals

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The chief character in a plot, on whom our interest centers, is called protagonist or hero.

Hero/ story name does not match in …….

Vanka  / Vanka

Aksenov / God sees the truth, but waits to tell

Shawn Kelvin / the quiet man

Ada Lowery / dusk

30-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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